
1 - Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with
teamwork,  .................. ?

aren't they  didn't they  didn't she  doesn't she 

2 - I saw an accident last night somebody called an ambulance, .................. nobody was injured,
.................. the ambulance wasn't needed.

but - so but - but and - so and – but

3 -
After breaking his leg in the skiing accident,  ..................  to cut short his vacation and go back home.

forced he forced that forced he was forced

4 - So he assured you that without your help, those two can't get the job done, .................. ?

don't you can't they can't you didn't he

5 - I am not going to give up my job until I am told that my services ..................

no longer needed needed any longer are no longer needed to be needed no longer

6 - Joe is always coming late to the workplace. Only a few minutes ago, he .................. to come in time
.................. he would certainly be fired.

told / so was told / but has been told / and was told / or

7 - Alison Jones and her husband David, who live in London, are celebrating their golden wedding
anniversary, .................. ?

do they don't they are they aren't they

8 - Badly sick, though, I feel, I cannot see my doctor now, .................. I need to make an appointment for
tomorrow.

because so or when

9 - Rosy: “Listen! There seems to be someone opening the next door.”
Stephen: “Wait on! .................. it and let you know.”

will check checked am checking check

10 - Parents often forget how important it is to talk to a child, and I think that lack of communication
between these two ..................  makes understanding more difficult.

customs diversities combinations generations

11 - We do not always remember that it is a great  ..................  when everyone in our family feels all right.
We should appreciate this.

amazement  identity  heritage  blessing 
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12 - All that we children can do is  ..................  the mistakes of our parents; after all, no human being is
perfect.

respect  forgive  suppose  exchange 

13 - A: Dr. Gharib was a dedicated physician who was very friendly and helpful to poor families.
B:  .................. ! I didn't know such a great man.

It's a pity Well done I hope not Not surprisingly

14 - Hasan's mother died when he was two and he was actually .................. by his father alone.

brought up depended on kept to himself watched out

15 - You don't have to learn these principles by .................. ; we Just want you to have a basic
understanding of them.

belief emotion heart order

16 - The car had to be .................. because it was old and no longer in working condition.

converted replaced expanded prevented 

17 - They sent him .................. letters and postcards but have surprisingly received no response yet.

farther countless intermediate unchangeable

18 - It would be contrary to business .................. to refuse a customer's insurance cover.

ethics discount respect notice

A: Hi ... Excuse me. Could you tell me where the nearest subway stop is? 
 B: Yeah... Four blocks that way, and a block to the left. 
A: Thanks. Do you  .......(a)...........  if I take a load off? I've been walking forever.
B: No ... Go ahead. Are you new to the city?
A: Yeah. I just moved here two weeks ago.
B: What  .........(b).........  you here?
A: Well, in a nutshell, I guess, I wanted to make a clean break, you know, start over.
B: I hear ya. I'm trying to turn a new .........(c).........  myself.

19 - b

takes pulls draws brings

20 - c

leaf way wind hand

The question of environment is becoming increasingly urgent. Nowadays. There are many endangered
animals that need our ..........(A)........ . Their number does not increase if we .........(B)......... thir homes.
And if we do not help them, we will find only a few of them around us. Some examples are whales,
pandas, tigers and Asian elephants.
Only a few of animals will be .........(C)......... , if humans keep ruining the forests, lakes, and plains. When
the number of people on Earth increaes, they need more places to live. They cut trees in the forests and 
make homes and roads instead, while it is .........(D)......... dangerous for animals. It means that the
animals won’t have a place to live and they will ........(E)..........  .
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21 - A

group example attention world

22 - B

visit enjoy study destroy

23 - C

alive injured interested wild

24 - D

healthily badly firstly comically

25 - E

take care die out pay attention go out
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